They are all of these always been poets, alike

All of their are of character steadiness, without

edifying. men by the most manifold

unanswerable, never with destination of perpetual exile.

Russia

But those of us who

have firm actual contact

the need of industry in the

mind. They know

that while there are

factual terms unmediated

to those there hateful, ex

hilarious, there are especially

correcting endurance

it is not the nature of

man to war or influence

from the own errors, he

know that his own noble-

War - Prime base - loose

proceed - in masks,

Submarine - Indulgent - a

discerned. it coming - he

recognisable - ile - attack.

and end this itself now - slowly but surely

the correctly, endurance

should be already median

resolved by public supin -

2 They cause when necessary

The Principal will stuff.

Null. - the other - null.
The text is difficult to read due to the handwriting. It appears to discuss various mechanical processes and equipment, possibly related to engineering or manufacturing. The text includes terms such as "mechanical brake," "turning," "driven," and "multiple." It seems to be a technical or instructional document, but the specific details are not clear due to the handwriting. The text is not coherent enough to extract meaningful information without significant effort to decipher the handwriting.
A matter of vital importance:

1. The Great Bessel-ky
2. Sony Day - dedicated to mud
   - Daring battle of serial
   - Never feel defeated - it became
   - User to call a time
   - See it go - the last shot
   - First yielded - B.S. sent
   - Would not rain it - well
   - Economically sound

3. Abiding by Perch -
   - Drum of the Day
   - Day of the Day
   - Milled steel was
   - Once famous, now gone.

S-r.m. to 5 p.m. Must
- A cone - what next
- May do it a little

Thrice from valley a great
- Big power - speaking
- Rolling in Scandinavia
- In disguise at club

A better man - a mere
desirable citizen?
2) Manufaktur in demen durspuren -

3) All deudel - dureh die failure to follow an open and

untriumphed practice with

public educt -

spirked means: 2) see-

must be squared up with

the explicit失误 speculate -

man dns not - dri by head

d ance

industry typing to cancel -

This side Radula, 2 Balz

Wriet for the of Pahl, & Judin